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Introduction 

"Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain," roared the grim 
holographic visage of a terrible wizard belching fire and smoke.  If 
you were one of the strange travelers waiting to petition the All 
Powerful, you would be shivering, quaking and shaking, unable to 
move.  Ah, but your willful little doggie would race right over to the 
curtain and snatch it back.  The little man you would see there 
hunched over the mechanisms that create the images, words, sounds 
and moods of poetry (like belches of smoke and maybe fire) would be 
me Don Edward Morris. 

This book holds some of the poems I have written over the last 10 
years.  1998 is when I left work permanently disabled by MS.  A few 
years ago I was ready to let MS come aboard as my co-author.  Some 
of his verses are included. 

So, armed with a computer, my trusty Dragon (a.k.a. Dragon 
NaturallySpeaking, a speech recognition software program, I speak 
and it types), and plenty of time but limited energy, I turned to the 
nifty little creative medium of the poem.  It's short and quick.  Get in 
and get out.  Poetry is about words and images thrown together in a 
certain twisted way that may surprise. 

The poems herein range from the ridiculous (Shoe My Fly, Mr. Hat, A 
Little Something) to the political (America, 42 Years Later, Bush's 
ABC's, Hey, Buddy) to the heartfelt (Pop!, Veronica's Fingers, 
Blessings for a Wedding) to the difficult (First Words, Field Trip).  

More of my work is on the Internet at donedward-menspoetry.com.    
You can e-mail me at friscobeat43@Hotmail.com.  

 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

from the mind of Don Edward… 
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 The Café Trieste 
 

...this timeless place of 
times and familiar faces, 
table tops laughing with tinkle of confetti-tiles, 
proudly hosting 
the best damned  
cappuccino and  
almond rings in the City, 
back wall fresco smoke clouded 
still young Columbus smiles 
upon his new land, 
brickish faux-marble wainscot 
hundreds of photo-smiles  
from fading tan walls 
 (the Giottas, Pavarotti, Allioto, Fra. Guido Sarducci, 
 musicians, bambini e tutti) 
and music  
 (mandolin, accordion, upright piano, guitar) 
stirs echoes of singing 
 (Gianni, Gianfranco, Favio, Lory, Sonia e tutti). 
 
Brown and traditional saucers and cups  
demi-spoons to plunge through clown white 
chocolate-speckled caps, 
black beans roasting next door 
making us high with aroma and 
humming while the jukebox plays, 
 le belle canzoni di amore e la morte. 
 
 
Crowded today by other 
Saturday bodies -- old friends absent 
 (Bruno, Yolanda, Matteo, Madaline e tutti) 
gone too, yet still floating like the ghost of Frisco fog  
the contemplative lair 
where mad hearts haunted by queer demons 
penned street sharp words  
to cut a new age. 
 
Ciao. 
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Makeweight  

Love is the weight of the world  
that we tote on our backs  

in spite of the weight  
longing to recognize 

the truth lost in thickets.  
 

Love is the light of the world  
that can blind us sometimes  

as it shines from behind 
a searchlight piercing the dark  
a signal to those searching love.  

 

Love is the wait of the world --  
that break in the music,  
that moment of doubt,  

it waits for all to catch up 
to find the rhythm again.  

 

Love is the way of the world  
that breaks our hearts  
then mends them again 

and, if we wait,  
brings weight and light to us all.  
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To America, 42 Years Later: 
America, do you know the young fruit dropping from your trees can't 
be put back? 
Do you care that your orchards are being demolished to make way for 
vineyards?  
America, I'm addressing you like you were ‘dressed in '56 by Allen 
Ginsberg.   
I want to bring you up-to-date. Things are happening, America. 
Some want to charge you with attempting to defraud us with 
mushroom smoke and mirrors of mass destruction but I say you 
succeeded so there was no attempt. Do you really believe there are 
terrorists, evildoers you call them, who want to kill us all? Destroy 
our freedom to shop? But wait, there's more. I have a TV show to 
watch. Reality: this guy goes to a store to pick up some habeas 
corpus they were all out and didn't know when more would come in 
but there was a special on waterboards and they had some really cool 
extraordinary renditions hidden behind the counter with the other 
porno mags. Would you pardon me, America, for stealing those Coke 
bottles from behind the Shell station so I could get a few pennies to 
buy baseball bubblegum trading cards or for pushing over those 
outhouses or for exploding firecrackers in the spaghetti?  Yes, 
America, it was I who played that commie John Lennon record which 
was banned on Air Force radio so what are you going to do about 
that?  Before you answer remember who you work for. Some of my 
friends live in big houses and drive oversize cars and trucks they say 
they are fighting mad about so many important things like the price 
of gasoline and healthcare and China's lead paint but they won't take 
a single poke at you.  What's up with that?  I hear the world is 
warming up. Ice caps and glaciers are melting and they're not even 
wicked witches. America, I'm talking about the planet here.  That 
little kid over there is my granddaughter maybe it's yours too? This 
country is going to hell, America, I tried to drive to Chicago but Route 
66 has poke sliced and diced and thrown away. Are things really 
better without the fresh orange juice stands on a US  99 or automats 
in NYC? Let's have a little babble about the Bible.  Remember the 
story where Satan took Jesus to look out over everything?  You say 
you are the world's superpower and you will bring us all to prosperity 
and peace kind like Jesus.  It seems to me, America, that you rewrote  
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the story and took the Devil up on his deal.  All these wars just so 
you can rule the world? 
 
America, since I'm here I want.  And that's what it's all about.  Want. 
Just like my fellow Americans.  I am rarely true blue too. 
I was a Goldwater guy for gods sake.  
I was suicidal after Nixon lost to Kennedy. 
I've been baptized and speak English only and my dad was from 
Nebraska.  
I played football in high school. Does that count? How about being a 
poet? 
America, are you paying attention? Do I need to run over your foot 
with my fuckin wheelchair? 
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5 ABC Poems 
 

 
Actually, Bush Can Dance 
Evasive Footwork, 
Goosey Highstepin, 
Incoherent Jivin, 
Kinda Loopy Minuets. 
 
Nobody Observes Presidential 
Quadrills, 
Rumbas, 
Sambas, 
Tangos. 
 
Useless, Vacuous Wardances. 
 
Xenophobic Yaley Zonkered. 
 
 
 
Ah, Baby, C'meer! 
Daddy's Elegant Fatty. 
Gettin Hot -- I 
Just Keepin Loose -- 
Mighty Nearly... Oh, 
 
Please Quit Resistin 
Sweet Tuck'n-roll, 
Undulatin Vibratin Wigglin  
Xenariffic*... 
Yussz** Zooted*** 
 
*Xenariffic:  Adj. (zee-nuh-ryff-ik) A 
woman who is of amazonian stature or 
prone to wearing tight leather is 
Xenariffic. 
 
**Yussz:  (yus-is) word meaning you 
and us is (are).Example: Yussz hungry 
lets go out to get a bite to eat 
 
***Zooted:  High on marijuana 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Local News... 
Aunt Bessie's Charity Dance:  
"Everybody's Flingin' Groovin' 
Hoedown" 
  
 National News...  
Invasion Justifies Killing!  
Losses Mounting!  
Nations Outraged!  
President Questioned 
Relentlessly!  
Saddam? Terrorism? 
Unilateral Violence?  
 

World Headlines... 
Warmongering  
Xenophobic Yahoo  
Zapped  
 
Adolescent Boys Climb 
Dense Evergreen Forests 
Growing High Inside 
Joking, Kidding, Laughing 
Maniacally, Needling. 
Overt Plunges Quickly 
Reducing Strength, 
Toughguy Undone. 
Vanquished Wholesale -- 
X-Men: Youth's Zeal. 
 
"Avast," Bellowed 
Chowderhead. 
Defiantly.  Ever Fearful, 
Going Haywire, Insane -- 
Jumping Kidlike Loony, 
Mad.  Nonsense Overflowing 
Particularly Queerly. 
Raunchy Sideburns, Telltale 
Unconscious Vocalizations, 
"Whatever X-rays Y'all's 
Zucchini!" 
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A Little Something About Nothing -- Much 
 
Tea yields to coffee. 
Fern's dwarfed by tree.  
Flag snaps to attention. 
Bee's busy all day.  
 
Won't you join me in a cup of tea?  
We can lie down in the lazy fern.  
If you see a cop passing, flag him down.  
And the bee bows down to his queen.  
 
And tea's sometimes served ceremoniously.  
A fern can be used as a fan.  
Raise the flag see who salutes.  
And the bee holds up a no smoking sign.  
 
All life is taken as tea and toast.  
All Chinamen are fern.  
All flags force a decision. 
All bees make honey while singing.  
 
Sweet tea makes imagination fly.  
A fly might land on the fern.  
A flag will fly as long as it's tied. 
When the bee flies into the butter, butterflies away. 
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Mr. Hat  

Mr. Hat believes he's Greek  
because he dreams in faded boat colors and fish smells  
but he's really Chinese.  
 

He has been to the top of the mountain  
and has capped off his wearers look:  
Bohemian, scholarly, cool, quirky.  
 

Mr. Hat should feel pride.  After all,  
he replaced the paisley handkerchief headband  
and looked good on his man's first haircut in years.  
 
Without warning, the lights go out and Mr. Hat  
is flung into the corner of his owner's disorganized closet  
as the man goes on to the Panama, the Cowboy and the Baseball. 
 

Lonely and forgotten, Mr. Hat off and wonders  
what Plato meant, what the Oracle might've told him  
and whether Cyprus belongs entirely to his people.  
 

He refuses to think about China.  

Without warning, the lights came back on and Mr. Hat  
climbs back on top of his old owner’s head and looks pretty good,  
dark blue on gray, this time giving off the air of a beatnik.  
 

But something has gone horribly wrong.  Hat  
has either shrunk or  
the poet's head has grown too big. 
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A View From the Crèche 

Every year they pull me from my field and put me here.  
Every year, the same orders:  "Lie down in that straw,  
be quiet, except for some gentle lowing.  Remember,  
you're not the star here, He is,” says the boss pointing 
to a baby lying in the feeding trough.  
 

You see, I am, by nature, an ox and by profession  
a beast of burden.  All year I work my ass off (just 
kidding, Ass is a friend of mine) from sun up to dark,  
rain or shine pulling plows and breeding.  
 

Then, all of a sudden, I am just lying around with nothing  
to do but twitch my ears, swat flies with my tail and  
be a pastoral background for some annual religious tableau.  
This break in the action of my routine allows me one thing, 
however. I finally have time to reflect on my life, to hear 
what my body is saying as it ages with aches and pains,  
to ruminate on my failings, to feel gratitude and to  
consider my future.  
 

I would like to cut back on work.  
I would like a life with less drama  
and be not afraid of breaking commitments. 
The kids are grown and out of the barn.  
My wife and I are now left to look each other in the eye.  
I worry about having enough to eat in my golden years.  
I worry about my health holding up. Life is good. 
  
Before I know it, they're breaking down the stable scene  
and taking me back to my burdensome furrows. I can't stop  
thinking. I've been hanging around humans too much.  
I keep wondering about that baby in the crèche and what life is for.  
Are we all beasts of burden  
or breeders?  
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Carnal Smell 

 

The carnal smell of warming leather  

saying come to me, sink into me 

recline away from worries of the day 

watch the log harvested from Safeway 

starting to burn and turn into 

tigeryellow claws pawing for the chimney 

warming, nice kitty, saying come to me. 

 

And I go to her and reach out to her 

and caress her silky playfulness. 

 

And my hand turns blistered 

and black and burning.  The carnal smell. 

 

And I think of vicissitudes. 
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Britspeak 

Amongst the hedgerows on the heath  
betwixt the heather and the peat  
perchance I'd find a pot o' gold then  
 

I'd buy a new telly and 
carry it to my cottage by lorry.  
I'd have 500 horses under my bonnet  
and one moribund cat in my boot.  
I'd completely remodel my loo too.  
 

I'd feast me fill on bangers and mash  
and drink me pints till I'm pissed. 
Forthwith I'd go shag a tart  
on the stoop of No.10 then   
the bloody Bobby's would bung   
my bum into the nick.  
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Shoe My Fly 

 
Shoe my fly 
fie my fear 
fill my little cup 
lick my lips 
kiss my butt 
but do not tell me why. 
 
Ape my pansy 
doodle my fancy 
burp my baby fine 
find my keys 
please my mom 
but do not get all antsy. 
 
Bush is wacko 
Mike is Jacko 
who can tell me why 
string is theory 
Tim is Leary 
I think I'll jet to Kraków. 
 
Right for wrong 
cash for Cary 
bury me at C. 
T. for tillers 
Cat for pillars 
I'll sing this for a song. 
 
Zoot my Sims 
toot my suit 
turnoff the dammed TV 
show my wares 
flick my flares 
but do not bark my shins. 
 
Kid my kidney 
tweak my toe 
give me such a rush 
touch my star 
set my bar 
and you can call me gimpy. 
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Feast Fight 

 
Three lions, one tiger. 
The body politic prostrate before them, 
they are compelled by nature 
to tear into it, rip it apart 
flesh and blood flying, 
to sate themselves because they are male. 
 
The lions start at the head, 
the tiger goes right for the guts. 
The lions tear toward the left. 
The tiger rips toward the right. 
They rent the air with their roars. 
Soon it becomes lions vs. tiger, 
tiger's outnumbered but holds his ground. 
"You have no brains" roared the lions. 
"You have no guts" replied the tiger. 
 
It seemed, for a moment, they 
might turn and feed on each other.  Fangs bared, 
they were in danger of forgetting 
that the carcass lay there 
free for everyone's chewing upon. 
No need for tooth and claw to wound 
tiger's bold strips or lions' golden mane. 
 
Three lions, one tiger. 
Feasting their fill 
all happy as clams. 
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Hey Buddy, Can You Spare a Time? 

Slithering proudly toward squash rot  
wife and kids in tow  
slipping and slopping down the stairway of snot  
spotting any hole, down we go.  
 

Wild looks the world from this vista  
while sad is the comical visage  
of poor folks selling the paper 
because nothing can make any sense.  
 

Cheerio, curio, what's up doc?  
Time's running out or so say the clock.  
 

Stand up for a beautiful dinner  
stand up for our way of life 
bow down when you're not the winner  
it's for this they intended the knife.  
 

We're throwing away our inheritance  
we're making our soup bowls of rice  
we're not given an ounce of forbearance  
we're completely as blind as mice. 
 

Cheerio, curio, what's up doc?  
Time's running out or so say the clock.  
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When will the kids come home then 
from playing barefoot on the grass? 
They might get hacked by an angry hen 
or they might get cut by some glass. 
 
When will the troops come home 
so we can get on with our shame? 
All nations will turn and laugh at our ass 
and we'll all go down in blame. 
 
Cheerio, curio, what's up doc? 
Time's running out or so say the clock. 
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Rite On 
 

It is a rite reserved for boys and men 
observed in solitary and in shame, 
choreographed by God. 
 
 (The Church prefers only to whisper 
  of Onan's sinful spilling of the seed.) 
 
Known by secret names, 
bringing full-on imagination, 
homo, hetero, bi, 
arousing each member 
to reach a climax, 
to shoot the moon. 
 
Your mother shouts through the locked door, 
 "What are you doing in there?" 
 "What's taking so long?" 
 "Why is your door locked?" 
 
No matter how old 
you always hear her voice, 
feel the cold fear and wonder 
 did she hear the rustling pages, 
 the muffled video moans, 
 the whack whack whack 
 of the kit kat shuffle, 
 the five knuckle hustle, 
 the rhythms of banging one out, 
 the animal sounds 
 of choking the chicken, 
 flogging the dog, 
 spanking the monkey? 
 
This private pleasure has nothing 
to do with the love of another 
that stands as the ultimate... 
or does it? 
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This secret deed has nothing 
to do with observations in journals, 
what men talk about together... 
or does it? 
 
We dudes all do the dance one way 
or another.  Suddenly the door flies open, 
catching us all with our pants 
down, the closeted worship outed. 
The tree of life grows 
from the soil of soul 
to the branches of love. 
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This is the Month 
 
This is the month 
of thy will be done. 
 
Junkies in the know 
cock their ears against 
the prevailing wind 
trying to divine 
the outcome of some  
apocryphal drama. 
 
Listen to the fat man 
snoring against you 
in a cramped coach seat 
on a redeye to the coast. 
 
It could come in pieces 
like a multicolored scavenger hunt, 
some assembly required. 
When all else fails, read the 
fine print whenever you can. 
 
Be of stout heart 
for this is the month 
of thy kingdom come. 
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Appreciation Feels Like Tears  
 

Appreciation feels like tears. 
Tears feel like life. 
Life holds its breath. 
Breath held in waiting 
waiting for the future 
future death, future war. 
War outside war inside 
inside confused with out. 
Out with meaningless distinctions. 
Distinctions hung with weight, 
weight pressing us down 
down into archaic feeling 
feeling change must come 
come because life cries 
cries out in tears. 
Tears feel like life. 
Life feasts on appreciation. 
 
 
 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

some about the family... 
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July in Northern California 
when wine in potential grows fat and happy 
on virile green vines, marching like vast armies 
camped in the valleys and advancing in countless 
columns over the straw-colored hills.  We are 
in the fire of the drought months when growth 
is only granted by moisture stored safely away 
underground.  No help will come from above. 
 
This rhythm of nature means nothing 
to the postman who walks to a different purpose 
delivering his tidings six days out of seven 
whatever comes from below or above.   
And when he approaches a door 
some ghost is stirred in the heart 
as if trying to find a way back from a slumber of ages, 
from a time of caves and rude huts  
when a message wrapped in animal skin or parchment 
brought by the hand of a messenger 
meant something extraordinary, wonderful. 
Now, the wonders are bills or ads and there is no reason 
for the dusty return of a great expectation. 
 
But surprise still finds its opening through hairline cracks 
in the settled concrete of  life. 
One July day the mail came and  
following well-worn habit Pam brought it inside. 
Like dealing out cards to no one she shuffled through the small pile. 
That day something meaningful dropped out.  An invitation 
long expected from our son and his bride to their wedding 
half way around the world.  We noted the foreign writing 
of the return address and the interesting little stamp. 
Pam opened the envelope and pulled out the card 
sweetly graced in delicate hearts white on white. 
And after a pause like silence before a prayer  
began to read lines from a love poem 
written in English.  Do you know who wrote that she asked? 
The words sounded vaguely familiar, I must've read them somewhere 
before. 
She turned the card to show me the poet's name.  It was my name. 
I had written those words some years ago and lost them in the brush 
of time 
wrapped in the skin of enduring love. 
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Wedding Blessings -- 07/07/07* 

read at Jon's wedding on this auspicious day 
Vinnitsa, Ukraine 

 
Jonny and Sveta, you have already come a long way  
led by that Star. 
 
But the treasure you seek, the treasure we all seek, 
can only be found in the small simple things 
of living and loving. 
 
May you fare well, Sveta  and Jonny, 
May you travel together joyfully, 
growing slow through the hard times, 
always bathed in the pure light! 
 
*Inspired by Thomas McGrath and the BSD's 
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To Pam 
 
Water water everywhere 
and not a drop to drink. 
Water water everywhere 
spotting up the sink. 
 
Water water everywhere 
water there and here. 
Water water everywhere 
messing up the meer. 
 
Water water everywhere 
please God not some more. 
Water water everywhere 
pud-ling on the floor.  
 
Water water everywhere 
its soaking up the rug. 
Water water everywhere 
please give me one last kiss. 
 
Water water everywhere 
drib-ling down my chin. 
Water water everywhere 
even though you cannot swim. 
 
Love, 
 
Donaldo 
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Pop!  (For Scott) 

�

Newborn, new person -- 
ruddy cheeks and round. 
 
A chipmunk bounding 
toward acorns eyes agog  
wide to the world ahead. 
  
Face cute with incredulity.   
T-shirt awash with drool. 
Cool red bandana tries but can' t 
stem the glistening tide. 
 
Cartoon legs, 
ending in star spangled booties,  
sway beneath 
Dad's new blue front-pack.   
Pop looks overdue. 
He's so proud he could pop. 
 
Proud and full,  
swaggering along a springtime  
path hoping you'll see him  
wondering 
what those eyes will behold  
where those feet will tread. 
 
A budding life so tender 
Its fruit can barely be imagined. 
 
Why look into the future? 
How can he separate his hopes 
From baby's destiny? 
Now is only for the moment. 
 
Look at me! I'm a Dad!   
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Veronica's Fingers 
 
Last week I saw your pointer become a tiny shepherd's crook 
reaching its full length to grab an outlier, 
bring it in to the fold and inspect it wonderingly. 
 
The crook became a hook firmly planted on a point 
strong enough to stop a rushing train of roaring thought, 
gentle enough to hold until the answer comes: 
that's "a lion." 
 
Then swinging round to the window the hook goes straight as an 
arrow aimed at a passing creature and, interrobang *, a teachable 
moment becomes "a doggy." 
 
Your thumb and pointer join as mini-tweezers to pluck 
a micro-object, a hair, a single grain of rice, from the rug 
or to form something like chopsticks perfect for picking up a pea and 
popping it into your rosy mouth. 
 
I've seen all 10 joined together creating a cup, capturing water, 
learning with delight that human hands can never contain the stuff 
that trickles through. 
 
The 10 fly apart and are now accoutrements for the dance, swinging 
slightly bent like mini-fuchsia blossoms, you can almost hear the 
sound of tinkling bells, as they twirl they swirl into a shade of pinkish 
white that seem to flash like sparklers in the sunlight. 
 
Suddenly assuming a pose of quietude the 10 
come together again and offer the thumb in pacification 
while the others join around in support and protection 
for a time of reflection on the rushing together 
of the material world popping up nonstop into 
your wide-open Aegean-blue eyes. 
 
And as the sun sets and pulls down the dreamshade of night, your 
fingers, like golden California Poppy petals, gently curl in to rest 
but only until tomorrow  
 
* interrobang : A punctuation mark in the form of a question mark superimposed on 
an exclamation point, used to end a simultaneous question and exclamation. 
 
 



 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

from the mind of MS... 
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Winning does not tempt that man. 
This is how he grows: by being defeated, decisively, 
by constantly greater beings. 

      Rilke - tr. Bly 

 
 

One Man's War: First Words 
 
Look at them all, veterans, in one way or another 
of war.  All that horror, all of that loss. 
 
What am I doing here? 
 
Listen to those men and women, their writings, their stories, their 
lives their truth.  They've taken everything they've suffered and  
formed it into words -- their passport home.   
 
Why am I here with these people? 
I didn't bring a dead body home. 
I didn't go to a battlefield barbecue. 
My husband wasn't KIA. 
My house didn't burn down. 
 
They've done the work, the long hard work to come back, 
to leave the shattered self behind. 
 
Their war is over as soon, or as long, as it takes 
for them to forgive, absolve, learn to trust anew, 
 
the truth is, my war, dare I make such an equation, is still 
alive and kicking and will only end, there will only be peace, 
when both of us are dead.  What do I have to forgive, absolve or learn 
to trust anew?  Where do I start my work? 
 
Words?  My mouth turns dry, I stutter and choke.   
Where are the words? 
What are the words?   
Do I have to find them and write them and give them to others 
so we all understand?  I don't want to burden friends and family. 
 
What is the use?  We can all write beautifully together and not end 
war nor will we end chronic illness. 
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Do I belong in this community or should I stay home alone with my 
intruder -- we have learned to accommodate each other -- I guess you 
could say we have a truce of sorts. 

I remember the moment he came to stay.  I was swinging a pick ax in 
90° heat , a perfectly helpless target. He just dove in between my 
neck and shoulder, and slowly, deliberately, patiently began to set up 
his base and to take over my land. First he took my left leg for a limp.  
Then he set my hands and feet on fire. 

He rather enjoyed the way I looked with a cane but then he must've 
grown weary with that so I had to move to a walker and then into a 
wheelchair. 

I guess I looked too cool zipping around in my little sport chair, so he 
decided I'd be much more imposing in an electric chair.  He next had 
his way with my fingers cutting off my handwriting and typing.  (But I 
outfoxed him by getting speech recognition software which will last 
until he moves into my mouth and sets up a hammock in my brain's 
speech center.)  My voice has turned to cotton wool.  The hand that 
holds my coffee cup belongs to someone else.  I have become a 
permanent passenger. 

His name, by the way, ah I forget -- some Latin name, Multiple 
something – but it's what I call him that counts and I'm not ready to 
tell you yet. 

Anyway, I've always felt he was sent from the gods.  I know the great 
ones are supposed to be benevolent, beneficent and blameless but 
really they're just like everybody else, sometimes they like to stop 
being  so bloody serious and have some fun, to fool around. 

When they're bored they even play devilish tricks on innocent people.  
One day they were in a goofy mood, they picked a name from out of a 
cloud and, oh my heavens, the name was mine.  Then they rolled the 
bones.  They looked up the alignment on an ancient game 
parchment, shaped it into a humanoid form and gave it a Latin 
name.  They laughed out loud as they flung him earthward, although 
a few of the gods, I can only pray, felt a bit guilty, and the rest is 
history yet to be written. 

 

Written and read with words.  What are all those things up there?  
First words. 
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Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and right doing, 
there is a field. I'll meet you there. 

 
When the soul lies down in that grass, 
the world is too  full to talk about. 

 
Ideas, language, even the phrase each other 
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Only Memory for a Map 
 

Wonders if you're still there? 
I search with only memory for a map. 

 
First, east from artsy Mendocino 

looking for a little lake road, 
steeply climbing into a dreamscape 

abruptly abandoning hardtop's 
established certainty 

as if a stone destined by gravity down 
and down a gravelly recollection 
dragging behind a train of dust 

around stagnant lily ponds 
past meadowed clearings 

amidst the thickening trees 
and peeks at creeks 

still trickling in mid-summer, 
giving up hope 

that you were ever real 
until the bend. 

 
There you are, still a 

dark and darkly beautiful 
child of redwoods.  Still 

a specter from a misty tale told by heart 
of beating drum, a Lodge tangible 
only to folk of a certain destiny 

in mountains as simple 
as ah 
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where fog is an unbreakable habit 
called in each summer evening  

by a sea who hates dry inland heat 
to cool the peaks 

and wipe clean the canyons 
leaving silence and fragrance 
of Laurel Bay and damp ferns 

eager to sleep until noon. 
 

There you are!  You still carry yourself 
stoutly as rafters and beams, 
your eyes like small windows 
reveal as much as they hide 

and your heart  like a fireplace 
big enough for three bears. 

  
Breathe in!  This could be a time before time 

or just another time 
watched over by hawks and peregrines, 

at the far end of coastal California canyon 
carved out by an infinitely patient 

creek sheltering rainbows and steelheads 
and cobbled with countless small stones. 

The waters keep their music 
hushed so I can hear 

our years-ago whispers on the wind. 
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A Field Trip 
 
You let me out, Lord. 
I thank you for that. 
 
Only for an afternoon 
but you took me on a field trip to Paradise. 
 
Long ago, you set a path for me 
which I have followed faithfully. 
 
The path became a rut, 
then a trench and then a ditch. 
 
The ditch became a chasm, 
which has now become a canyon. 
 
You held me there like the pupa inside a cocoon  
until my eyes had adjusted to a new light. 
 
You lead me to a Ridge overlooking the valley  
and showed me the possibilities below. 
 
There in a theater of oaks and grasses 
you caused me to unfold my new reality. 
 
The air around was spiced and cool 
but your face impersonated a blazing sun. 
 
The others took shelter in the shade of trees 
and you tried to bring in a cooling wind. 
 
Still my energy melted away like a once proud candle 
or yesterday's ice cream pie. 
 
You want me to speak to all assembled 
the words of poetry you allowed me to write. 
 
But before I could finish 
I faltered, I failed. 
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You brought me here to show me 
what I can no longer physically do? 
 
Now I see 
the extent of your cruelty. 
 
Then you said to me, 
"Open your other eyes and 
 
see the one who stands beside you and loves you most 
and steps forward to finish speaking the verse you wrote." 
 
Thank God, Lord, you brought me to this field to see 
my Paradise. 
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Dreams of a Legless Man 
 
 
Walking a mile in shoes without souls. 
 
Running and running and shouting Geronimo! into the wind. 
 
Carrying a convict from a burning jail. 
 
Dancing and tripping over the light fandango. 
 
Standing up and taking it like a man. 
 
Jumping for joy. 
 
Kicking the bums out of office. 
 
Trekking clockwise around the sacred peak. 
 
Cooling weary feet in the sacred pond.  
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Whacked Off 
 
Do you wonder what will happen when the big whack comes? 
Not the BIG one, the final sweep up of the soul, 
but a big whack nonetheless. 
 
The scenery around you will slip back to a bleaker time 
leaves fallen and matted in mud can't blow away 
for being weighted down by snow. 
 
Your plans and put-offs, your heaven-blessed hopes 
like chaff or ashes are carried away out of substance 
by forces you can't understand. 
 
Why me? 
 
What will happen to your face of worldly love 
that your lover kissed, that your children loved 
that made you believe in yourself? 
 
And patience, is it a stranger in your life of ambition? 
Cool like spring nights in Canada before the geese return 
and the wheat fields of Manitoba still sleep? 
 
There is much you will have to betray, backs will often be turned. 
And you will hear behind you the fading sounds of life lived loudly 
and after your head stops hurting listen for the song that can be. 
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Schooled by Salmon 
 
The salmon?  Bear?  Yes, I know them well.  Especially the salmon.  
It's said that in its domain it is king but on the totem of life the 
Salmon is on the bottom -- the oldest, the slowest, the most 
acquainted with grief.  Its heart keeps the steady beat; its wisdom 
holds the whole thing up. I was a salmon once. 
 
I had come to a place in the redwoods hoping to heal a limp in my left 
leg.  Suddenly, and seemingly by chance, I was taken down into the 
salmon's clan.  I objected.  Fish know nothing about legs or limps.  
Their world is like tears of grief and they often swim into shadowed 
depressions of deep and cold sorrow. They come home to die.  What 
did that have to do with me? 
 
It was a shock to find myself in a salmon's shimmering body.  First, 
the river's cold was like icy shards flowing through my veins.  Next I 
saw, with horror, that I had no legs or arms or hands.  How could I 
get around?  How could I manipulate the world?  How could I feed 
myself? I told myself to stay calm and take things minute by minute 
and before long I learned how to swim and hover and dive and take 
care of my simple needs.  The salmon, sensing that I was rather like 
a fish out of water, surrounded me with love and community.  I had a 
lot of trouble getting into the swim of salmon time.  It was sooo 
slooow.  Finally, I just let go of any concern about time and went 
along with the current. The hardest thing of all was to give up my 
sense of human "I-ness". For the salmon, "I" and "We" are the same. 
 
As a salmon, we have some acquaintance with the bears.  Our worlds 
were very different however.  Ours ran sweetly over and around the 
rocks.  Our world was soft, cool and fluid.  Sometimes it was close 
and still.  Sometimes it was furious and we were possessed by a 
power beyond ourselves to leap full out of our nature towards 
something ahead that ached from like home.  Then we were like the 
birds the old ones tell of or the arrows we've overheard the bears 
recall.   
 
It's true we had an agreement with the bears.  They would take from 
among us the food they needed to live.  We let them use our soothing 
waters when a paw or nose was bloodied or when they wanted a cool 
drink.  They shared their tails gained from a fat but unsparing life in 
the woods.  We taught them how to sing their laments. 
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Now that I am back in human form, I still, from time to time, dive 
down into dreams of my life as a salmon.  Sometimes I mix up 
memories of my own past when I could climb, wrestle and run with 
the stories I heard from the bears.  I remember swimming.  Was I a 
boy, a man or a fish?  The wise old salmon showed me how to go with 
the ebb and flow of nature and how to live in the body you are given, 
not the body you wish you had.   Only now, after many years, can I 
begin to see what those cold wet eyes knew about my future, how 
desperately I would need those understandings and how easily "I" can 
forget them. 
 


